Characterisation of the glycine modulatory site of the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor-ionophore complex in human brain.
[3H]Glycine binding and glycine modulation of [3H]MK-801 binding have been used to study the glycine allosteric site associated with the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor complex in postmortem human brain. The effect of glycine on [3H]MK-801 binding appeared sensitive to duration of terminal coma, and possibly postmortem delay. Thirty percent of the binding occurred in a subfraction of brain tissue and did not show enhancement by glycine and glutamic acid. [3H]Glycine binding to a subfraction free from this component was studied and showed high specific binding. KD and Bmax values showed considerable intersubject variability which did not appear to be due to demographic features or to tissue content of amino acids with an affinity for this site. The pharmacological characteristics of binding in this subfraction and a correlation between Bmax values and the maximal enhancement of [3H]MK-801 binding by glycine are consistent with [3H]glycine binding occurring to an N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor complex associated site. Further support for this is provided by a significantly lower Bmax value for [3H]glycine binding in subjects with Alzheimer's disease and reduced glycine enhancement of [3H]MK-801 binding. However, the effect of perimortem factors makes it difficult to confidently attribute this solely to a disease-related change in the receptor. The possible role of the glycine allosteric site in the treatment of neuropsychiatric disorders is discussed.